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Ninth 
JORNADES D'INTERACCIÓ ENTRE SISTEMES DINÀMICS I 

EQUACIONS EN DERIVADES PARCIALS (JISD2011)

Barcelona, June 27-July 01, 2011

The ninth edition of the JORNADES D'INTERACCIÓ ENTRE SISTEMES DINÀMICS I EQUACIONS EN DERIVADES PARCIALS
(JISD2011) will be held in Barcelona, June 27-July 01, 2011 at the 
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC). 

Past Editions of the JISD: 2002 - 2003 - 2004 - 2005 - 2006 - 2007 - 2008 - 2010

There will be four main courses, taught by Luis Caffarelli, Lorenzo Díaz, Vadim Kaloshin, and Yanyan Li, within the Master of
Science in Advanced Mathematics and Mathematical Engineering (MAMME) of the UPC Graduate School. There will be also
communications and posters by the participants.

Supported by the FME, UPC, SCM, I-Math. 

Organizers
- Xavier Cabré
- Maria del Mar González 
- Tere M. Seara 

Scientific Committee
- Massimiliano Berti (Univ. Federico II) 
- Rafael de la Llave (Univ. Texas Austin) 
- Jean-Michel Roquejoffre (Univ. Paul Sabatier. Toulouse) 
- Alfonso Sorrentino (Univ. Of Cambridge) 
- Marco Antonio Teixeira (Univ. Estatal de Campinas) 
- Juan Luis Vázquez (UAM)

There will be some *financial support* available for this edition. Deadline to apply for financial support: April 15, 2011.

ACCOMMODATION: suggested hotels

    ninthJISD'2011 

See the courses'schedule here 

Contents

Courses will be held in the room 002 of the FME building (Facultat de Matemàtiques i Estadística), at C/ Pau Gargallo, n. 5
Barcelona, 08028.

Course Abstract

Fully non linear equations I:
Basic theory for local and
non local elliptic equations 

Luis Caffarelli (Univ. of Texas
Austin, USA) 

(Syllabus)

In the first half of the course we will present the main ideas of the regularity theory for
solutions of fully non linear equations ( sups and inf sups of linear operators ) both in the
second order and non local ( integral) case: Alexandrov Bakelman Pucci, Krylov Safanov,
Evans Krylov.

Fully non linear equations
In the second half of the course we will introduce a fully nonlinear version of the Yamabe
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II: Applications to
conformal geometry 

Yanyan Li (Rutgers
University, USA)

(Syllabus)

problem, and will describe results on the existence and compactness of solutions, associated
Liouville theorems, comparison theorems, derivative estimates, for solutions of conformally
invariant second order fully nonlinear elliptic and degenerate elliptic equations. We will also
present, for general fully nonlinear elliptic (but not necessarily uniformly elliptic) equations,
results on removable singularities, the strong maximum principle and Hopf Lemma for
viscosity solutions.

Rich dynamics in
heterodimensional cycles

Lorenzo Díaz (Catholic
University of Rio de Janeiro) 

(Syllabus)

We will consider several dynamical settings having a "rich dynamics" associated to the
generation and unfolding of heterodimensional cycles (i.e., cycles involving two or more
saddles whose stable directions have different dimensions). 
Heterodimensional cycles generates a sort of dynamical plug we call a blender. The
dynamical effect of such blenders is that several hyperbolic sets of different stable dimensions
are intermingled and contained in a bigger (non-hyperbolic) transitive set. Moreover, this
dynamical configuration persists under small perturbations. We will systematically explore
these facts. Our main focus will be C^1 dynamics.

Principle of minimal action
in dynamics

Vadim Kaloshin (University of
Maryland) 

(Syllabus)

The motion of classical mechanical systems is determined by Hamiltonian differential
equations. If Hamiltonian is convex in momentum, then its equations are equivalent to the
Euler-Lagrange equations. Solutions to the Euler-Lagrange equation extremize action with
fixed end points on each finite time interval. An important class of extremizers are minimizers.
We investigate the minimal action in four di?erent settings: 

Seminar

Convolution type estimates
for the Boltzmann collision
operator in the regularity of
the Boltzmann equation 

Irene Gamba (Univ. of Texas
Austin, USA) 

The Boltzmann integral has a weighted convolutional structure that, depending on the
collisional kernels yields either Young's inequality for hard potentials or Hardy Littlewood
Sobolev inequality for soft ones. These estimates are developed and shown to be a powerful
tool to prove a gain of integrability that imply the propagation of regularity for the space
homogeneous problem and also the propagation of L^p regularity and stability for the space
inhomogeneous problem for soft potentials with initial data near local Maxwellian states. This
is work in collaboration with Ricardo Alonso.

Some remarks on
solvability of elliptic
problem involving the
Hardy potential 

Ireneo Peral (Univ. Autónoma
de Madrid) 

We analyze some semi-linear elliptic problems involving the Hardy potential $-\Delta u =
f(\lambda/|x|^2, u, \nabla u)$ in a bounded domain $\Omega$ and with convenient
hypotheses on $f$. We will focus the attention in the role that plays the position of the pole in
$\overline\Omega$. These results are joint work with J.D. Dávila from Universidad de Chile,
Santiago (Chile), and Susana Merchan from U.A.M. respectively.

(*) For further details, please contact Xavier.Cabre upc.edu, Mar.Gonzalez upc.edu, or Tere.M-Seara upc.edu 
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Accommodation 
 

(mention always that you come to a course at the UPC, because we have special prices): 

 

There are several student residences in Barcelona, which offer very good prices. 

Contact: resa@resa.es 

Web: http://www.resa.es/eng/ 

 

 

If you wish to reserve a room in another hotel we suggest the following (all of them are 

located in the city center): 

 

Hotel Catalonia Ramblas 4*  

Single room: 120 € (taxes and breakfast included) 

Double room 140 € (taxes and breakfast included) 

 

Hotel Catalonia Plaza Cataluña 4*  

Single room: 102 € (taxes and breakfast included) 

Double room 120 € (taxes and breakfast included) 

 

Hotel Catalonia Portal de l’Àngel 3*  

Hotel Catalonia Port 3*  

Hotel Catalonia Avinyó 3*  

Single room: 89 € (taxes and breakfast included) 

Double room 99 € (taxes and breakfast included) 

 

Hotel Turin 

Single room: 86,67 (taxes and breakfast included) 

Double room: 130,97 (taxes and breakfast included) 

 

To come to the school of maths from the city center you must take the underground, line 

3, at Plaça de Catalunya or Liceu, and stop at Palau Reial. Here is a map that shows how 

to go to the School of Mathematics from the underground stop Palau Reial: 

 

 
 

mailto:resa@resa.es
http://www.resa.es/eng/
http://www.hoteles-catalonia.com/es/nuestros_hoteles/europa/espanya/catalunya/barcelona/hotel_catalonia_ramblas/
http://www.hoteles-catalonia.com/es/nuestros_hoteles/europa/espanya/catalunya/barcelona/hotel_catalonia_plaza_catalunya/index.jsp
http://www.hoteles-catalonia.com/es/nuestros_hoteles/europa/espanya/catalunya/barcelona/hotel_catalonia_plaza_catalunya/index.jsp
http://www.hoteles-catalonia.com/es/nuestros_hoteles/europa/espanya/catalunya/barcelona/hotel_catalonia_port/index.jsp
http://www.hoteles-catalonia.com/es/nuestros_hoteles/europa/espanya/catalunya/barcelona/hotel_catalonia_avinyo/index.jsp
http://www.hotelturin.com/?gclid=COT80---8agCFUIPfAodHgpsDg
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JISD2011  SCHEDULE

Monday
June 27

08.00 -
09.00 Welcome

09.00 -
10.30 L. Caffarelli

10.30 -
11.00 Coffee break

11.00 -
12.30 L. Díaz

12.30 -
13.30 L. Díaz

13.30 -
15.00 LUNCH

15.00 -
16.00 Y. Li

16.00 -
17.00 Communications

Tuesday
June 28

09.00 -
10.30 L. Díaz

10.30 -
11.00 Coffee break

11.00 -
12.30 L. Díaz

12.30 -
13.30 Y. Li

13.30 -
15.00 LUNCH

15.00 -
16.00 L. Caffarelli

16.00 -
17.00 Seminar: Irene Gamba

17.00 - POSTERS - Social Gathering-

Wednesday
June 29

09.00 -
10.30 Y. Li

10.30 -
11.00 Coffee break

11.00 -
12.30 L. Díaz

12.30 -
13.30 L. Caffarelli

13.30 -
15.00 LUNCH

15.00 -
16.00 V. Kaloshin

16.00 -
17.00 Communications

Thursday
June 30

09.00 -
10.30 Y. Li

10.30 -
11.00 Coffee break

11.00 -
12.30 V. Kaloshin

12.30 -
13.30 Seminar: Ireneo Peral

13.30 -
15.00 LUNCH

15.00 -
16.00 V. Kaloshin

16.00 -
17.00 Communications

Friday
July 1

09.00 -
10.30 V. Kaloshin

10.30 -
11.00 Coffee break

11.00 -
12.30 L. Caffarelli

12.30 -
13.30 V. Kaloshin

13.30 -
15.00 LUNCH

Click here to see the communications

For more information, please contact the organizers Xavier.Cabre upc.edu, Mar.Gonzalez upc.edu or
Tere.M-Seara upc.edu
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Ninth
JORNADES D'INTERACCIÓ ENTRE SISTEMES DINÀMICS I 

EQUACIONS EN DERIVADES PARCIALS (JISD2011)

Barcelona, June 27-July 01, 2011

Course Syllabus

Fully non linear equations
I: Basic theory for local
and non local elliptic
equations

Luis Caffarelli (Univ. of
Texas Austin, USA)

Schedule 

Fully non linear equations. Sups and inf sups of linear operators. Second order and non
local (or integral) cases.
Alexandrov-Bakelman-Pucci type estimates
Krylov-Safanov type Harnack inequalities
Regularity theory of Evans-Krylov type

Fully non linear equations
II: Applications to
conformal geometry

Yanyan Li (Rutgers
University, USA)

Schedule 

Fully nonlinear version of the Yamabe problem. Conformally invariant second order fully
nonlinear elliptic and degenerate elliptic equations
Existence and compactness of solutions, associated Liouville theorems, comparison
theorems, derivative estimates.
Non-uniformly elliptic fully nonlinear elliptic equations: removable singularities, strong
maximum principle and Hopf Lemma for viscosity solutions

 Rich dynamics in
heterodimensional cycles

Lorenzo Díaz (Catholic
University of Rio de Janeiro)

Schedule

Description of blenders. Blenders are just transitive sets such that convenient
projections of its stabl/unstable set have larger dimension than the stable/unstable
dimension of the bundle. In some sense these sets play the role of the tick hyperbolic
sets introduced by Newhouse, [2, 10, 11].
Robust transitivity and minimality of foliations. We explain the construction of several
examples of robsutly transitive diffeomorphisms and sets using blenders. We also
analyze the role of the strong unstable and stable foliations, see [2, 9, 22, 23].
Robust cycles. Following the pioneering work of Newhouse [19, 20, 21] about robust
homoclinic tangencies of C2 diffeomorphisms we see how heterodimensional cycles
yield robust cycles and homoclinic tangencies, [1, 5, 6]. In the case of
heterodimensional cycles this means the existence of two hyperbolic sets of different
indices $\Lambda$ and $\Sigma$ of a diffeomorphism f such that there is an open set
${\cal U}$ close to f such that for every g in ${\cal U}$ the continautions $\Lambdag$

and $\Sigmag$ of $\Lambda$ and $\Sigma$ are involved in a cycle, i.e, $Ws(\Lambdag)

\cap Wu(\Sigmag)\not= \emptyset$ and $Wu(\Lambdag)\cap Ws(\Sigmag)\not=
\emptyset$. We also discuss the stabilization of heterodimensional cycles.
Wild dynamics We will discuss the generation of the so-called wild dynamics, meaning
diffeomorphisms having infinitely many elementary pieces of dynamics (homoclinic
classes, chain recurrence classes, sinks, repellors...) with some persistence. The first
examples of this dynamics are the diffeomorphisms with infinitely many sinks associated
to homoclinic tangencies, [20, 21], see also [16] We perform constructions in the same
spirit whose ingredients are robust cycles and non-domination, [3, 8, 4].
Dynamics of Homoclinic classes. Non-hyperbolic ergodic measures. The starting point is
the ideas in [14] for constructing ergodic measures with zero Lyapunov exponents in

http://www.ma1.upc.edu/recerca/seminaris/JISD2011/schedule.html
http://www.ma1.upc.edu/recerca/seminaris/JISD2011/schedule.html
http://www.ma1.upc.edu/recerca/seminaris/JISD2011/schedule.html
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skew products. We see how this method togheter heterodimensional cycles can be used
to construct ergodic measures with some zero Lyapunov exponent in the differentiable
setting and with some persistence, [13, 7, 17, 18].
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 Principle of minimal
action in dynamics

Vadim Kaloshin (University

Convex billiards
Fixed points and invariant tori
Hofer’s geometry
Symplectic geometry.
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of Maryland)
Schedule The book of Siburg ``Principal of minimal action in geometry and dynamics'' will be used.

9-3--2011 - RMC
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